Bol – Island Brač excursion
August 27th, 2014

Bol, the town on the southern side of the Island Brac is a very famous Croatian holiday destination.
The biggest Bol’s attraction is Zlatni rat beach (Golden Cape), pebble beach that stretches 500 meters into the sea
and changes direction of its top under the influence of the strong sea currents. Zlatni rat is a unique geological
phenomenon dating back to 1 million years ago. Bol with its surrounding area is abound with many beaches, as
well as private coves.
Bol has a favourite destination for surfers from various parts of Europe and the world. The sea channel between the
islands of Brac and Hvar, and the wind that blows there, provide ideal conditions for windsurfing. In Bol and on the
Island of Brac, there are many roads for bike driving. In sport centres it is possible to rent a bike or a mountain bike,
Kite boarding centre enables kite launching on a beach specially dedicated to kite boarding. In the surrounding of
the unique beach Zlatni rat, visitors can enjoy self-pedalling boats, gondolas, kayaks, etc. Water-ski fans will be
enjoying themselves as well. Adrenaline enthusiasts will try crazy rides on bananas and rubber rings, while the
bravest ones can enjoy the jet-skis. A ride with a parachute (parasailing) which is being dragged by a speed-boat
will let you enjoy the view from the air. You will surely enjoy one day leisure excursion.
Plenty of cafes, clubs, restaurants offer pleasure and delicious food during the whole day.

Excursion includes:
Ferry tickets Split – Supetar (Island Brac) – Split, return bus transportation Supetar – Bol – Supetar, tour guide
during transportation.
Price per person: 200,00 kn ( EUR 26,00 )
Minimum number of 25 passengers is required for organization of the trip.
Please complete the reservation form.
Meeting point: Split city harbour Gat Sv.Duje
Excursion itinerary: meeting time at 08:45 h, ferry departure at 09:00 h, arrival to Supetar at 09:50 h, bus boarding
time at 10:00 h, arrival to Bol at 11:00 h, free time activities, meeting time at 18:00 h, departure to Supetar, ferry
departure at 19:30 h, arrival time to Split harbour at 20:20 h.
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